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1. Introduction
An important component of second-language (L2) acquisition is the ability to
accurately perceive the language‘s unfamiliar sounds. A native (L1) English speaker
might have trouble producing a ―foreign‖ sound if he/she has never heard that sound
before, while a native English speaker with prior exposure to the ―foreign‖ sound would
recognize it, and therefore be able to produce it more easily. The advantage of prior L2
exposure has been studied with childhood ‗overhearers‘ who, once re-introduced to the
language in adulthood, could produce fairly accurate vowel and consonant articulations
when compared to L1 speakers of the language and late L2 learners (Au, Knightly, Jun,
& Oh, 2002).
Thus, it has been established that prior L2 exposure provides a certain perceptual
advantage in adulthood. Other studies have been conducted in which subjects unfamiliar
with a L2 are trained to perceive sounds in that language. Training can even employ
different teaching methods—auditory exposure versus verbal instruction, for example—
to see which method helps the subject more accurately perceive the unfamiliar sounds
(Catford & Pisoni, 1970).
Therefore, a new question arises: if a subject with no prior L2 exposure to a
language is trained in perception and is compared to someone with prior L2 exposure,
would the latter then still retain an advantage? My hypothesis is yes: prior L2 exposure
still provides the greatest advantage to a speaker. However, training can still significantly
improve a subject‘s perception of ―foreign‖ sounds.
I am conducting this study to test this hypothesis, using Hindi as the language of
focus.
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Hindi stems from the Indo-Iranian branch of the Indo-European language family.
It is largely derived from Sanskrit, and is written using the Devanagari script. Hindi has a
class of consonants known as breathy consonants. These are, essentially, consonants with
aspiration. One essential disparity between Hindi and English phonology is the phonemic
distinction in Hindi between plain and aspirated consonants. Furthermore, Hindi contains
not only voiceless aspirated [h] consonants but voiced aspirated [ɦ] consonants. Both
voiceless and voiced aspirated consonants can appear in word-initial, word-medial, and
word-final position.
In this study, L1 English speakers serve as the source of data to test my
hypothesis concerning prior L2 exposure versus perception training. All subjects have
prior L2 exposure to a language, but only some have prior L2 exposure to Hindi. I am
using the Auditory and Articulatory training methods employed by Catford and Pisoni
(1970) to teach perception of Hindi sounds to the non-Hindi learners. Whereas Catford
and Pisoni tested and trained subjects with ―exotic‖ sounds from languages like Russian,
German, and French, I am using voiceless and voiced plain and aspirated Hindi
consonants as stimuli. Catford and Pisoni used sounds such as the close back unrounded
tense vowel [ɯ], the voiceless dorso-uvular stop [q], and the close front rounded tense
vowel [y]. I am using sounds that include the voiceless aspirated velar stop [kʰ], the
voiced aspirated alveopalatal affricate [ʤʰ], and the voiced aspirated bilabial stop [bʰ].
I have expanded Catford and Pisoni‘s subject population by incorporating Hindi
learners into the study. Due to their prior L2 exposure to the language of focus, the Hindi
learners act as the control group and are compared to the non-Hindi learners, who are
―taught‖ perception using the Articulatory and Auditory training methods. Results from
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the two training groups are expected to replicate the results of Catford and Pisoni‘s
experiment: the Articulatory training group is expected to surpass the Auditory training
group in both discrimination and production. However, I expect that—overall—the Hindi
learners will obtain the highest results in both tasks. This will support the hypothesis that
a group with prior L2 exposure to a language of focus has an advantage over a group
without prior L2 exposure to that language.
In the next section, I will discuss previous studies that have influenced my
experiment. Section 3 is an explanation of my method, including my subject population
and preparation of testing materials. Section 4 details the techniques I employed in the
training sessions. Section 5 summarizes when and where testing and training took place.
Results are discussed in Section 6, followed by a conclusion. The Appendices contain the
Devanagari alphabet, the L2 background of each subject, and data charts of individual
and average percent-accuracy on the discrimination and production tasks.
2. Previous Studies
The intriguing phenomenon of L2 acquisition has been analyzed and studied in
various ways. One attempt has been to ―teach‖ perception by training individuals in
―exotic‖ sounds (Catford & Pisoni, 1970). Fourteen subjects from the University of
Michigan were taught using the Articulatory and Auditory training methods. The
Articulatory method involved systematic instruction in how to pronounce certain sounds,
which the Auditory method involved repeated auditory exposure to the sounds with
frequent comparisons between foreign and familiar sounds. (Familiar sounds were the
consonants [s, ʃ, l, k] and the cardinal vowels [a, e, i, o, u].) Articulatory subjects only
received auditory exposure through their own mimicry of the sounds. They arrived at
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correct pronunciation through their own articulation, with minimal feedback from the
instructor.
As for the Auditory subjects, no pronunciation instruction was provided. Subjects
mimicked each new sound, and were given minimal feedback.
After training, subjects in both groups were given an auditory identification test
with phonetic symbols that they had previously learned, followed by a production exam
in which they were scored by two phoneticians on a scale of 0-2 (0-nowhere close; 1fairly good; 2-perfect or near-perfect).
Results showed that the Articulatory training method significantly improved
subject perception over the Auditory training method. The critical discovery linked to this
study was that a lack of instruction in sound production—as experienced by the auditory
group—is damaging to a subject‘s perception of a foreign language. A subject will obtain
better results on a perception test if he/she knows how to produce the sound—as is taught
in the Articulatory method.
Another experiment explored the theory that childhood overhearers of a L2 retain
a perceptual advantage in adulthood over late L2 learners (Au, Knightly, Jun, & Oh,
2002). Eleven overhearers—hearers of informal Spanish for several hours a week for at
least three years between birth and age 6—and many late L2 learners—people who had
minimal exposure to Spanish until regular language instruction at age 14—were
compared to L1 Spanish speakers. Accent and vocabulary were tested using thirty-six
Spanish sentences and forty childhood slang terms as stimuli. Childhood overhearers
produced more accurate vowel and consonant articulations than late L2 learners, and their
accent resembled that of the L1 Spanish speaker. Thus, the study showed that childhood
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overhearing does benefit adults when re-exposed to the language. Au, et al. based their
theory on the suggestion that early exposure to a L2 establishes a long-lasting mental
representation of that language (Chomsky, 1981). It is this ―mental representation‖ that is
accessed when a childhood overhearer is re-exposed to the L2 in adulthood.
An experiment very similar to Catford and Pisoni‘s 1970 study examined native
Japanese speakers‘ acquisition of the English /r-l/ minimal pair using an auditory training
method (Akahane-Yamada, Tohkura, Bradlow, & Pisoni, 2000). The twenty-three
subjects who participated were between the ages of 18 and 22 and had studied English
since junior high school, though none had lived abroad or had received special training in
English conversation. They were divided randomly into two groups. One group served as
the control, without training. The other group was trained between the pre- and post-test
(based on the Strange & Dittmann, 1984 pretest/post-test design) with a two alternative
forced choice (2AFC) task. The same minimal-pair stimuli from the pre- and post-tests
were used in the training session, with the addition of auditory feedback (a chime for
―correct‖, a buzzer for ―incorrect‖). Subjects were also recorded while reading a set of
fifty-five English /r/-/l/ minimal pairs. Ten American English speakers scored the
recordings.
The subjects who had undergone training showed improvement over the control
group in both perception and production, even after gaps of three months and six months
from the date of preliminary testing. The trained subjects‘ production results from the
post-test to the three-month and six-month gap remained superior to their pre-test
production results. The control group, however, did not show significant improvement
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between the pre-test and post-test, nor after a three-month gap. They were not evaluated
for the six-month follow-up.
Davis and Kim (2001) explored the effects of various techniques used in training
methods. The focus of the experiment was on the benefit of visible speech and its
correlation to subjects‘ foreign language perception. The study built on the theory that
subjects familiar with a foreign language will fare better on a discrimination task than
subjects who are unfamiliar with that language (Werker & Logan, 1985). Linguists have
compared the data from Werker and Logan to data from studies in which subjects
unfamiliar with a language were trained in perception of its sounds. Davis and Kim took
it further to ask whether visible speech during training—that is, letting the instructor‘s
mouth be seen while he/she produces sounds—can speed up the acquisition process for
subjects unfamiliar with the language.
Results showed that yes, subjects unfamiliar with Korean benefited from seeing
the instructor‘s mouth. A task was used that was similar to ―delayed shadowing‖ (Balota
& Chumbley, 1985), where the subject was allowed to mimic the sound only after the
third repetition, to test for sound retention. This was chosen over ―immediate
shadowing‖—mimicking after the first presentation of the stimulus (Reisberg, McLean,
& Goldfield, 1987)—because ―immediate shadowing‖ was thought to demonstrate use of
short-term memory. Goldinger (1998) referred to this phenomenon as the ―echo content‖
of memory. Since Davis and Kim were focusing on more permanent retention of the
stimuli, they chose to have the subjects mimic the stimulus only after the third repetition,
thereby creating a task similar to ―delayed shadowing‖.
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I incorporated ―delayed shadowing‖ into the auditory discrimination tasks and
into both the Articulatory and Auditory training sessions of the study reported below. The
auditory discrimination tasks were based on the pre-test/post-test design (Strange and
Dittmann, 1984) and on a same-different paradigm. I used Catford and Pisoni‘s
Articulatory and Auditory training methods as a template off of which I modeled the
training sessions. The subjects involved in the study report below were not childhood
overhearers, but university students who had studied various foreign languages since high
school or earlier. Only a select few were Hindi learners.
3. Method
Participants
Fifteen undergraduate and graduate students participated in the experiment. Three
were graduate students, and twelve were undergraduates. All were from the University of
California, Berkeley (UC Berkeley). The subjects were divided into two groups based on
their language background: Group A: prior exposure to foreign language, in college or
earlier, but no prior exposure to Hindi. Group B: at least one semester of Hindi at UC
Berkeley. Group A had ten participants—two males and eight females; Group B had
five—three males and two females. Gender was not a focus of the experiment, nor did I
notice any significant perceptual advantage of male subjects over female subjects, or vice
versa.
Group B was not required to undergo any training, as they were the control group
for the experiment. They were paid $10 total for participation. Group A was compensated
$15 total for their participation, because they were required to attend a training session.
Subjects were paid $5 after each session, or the total owed to them at the end of the study,
based on their preference.
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Materials
I incorporated the ten main voiceless and voiced aspirated consonants in modern
Hindi into all the tasks and training sessions. The consonants are listed below, in the
order in which they appear in the Devanagari alphabet.
(Please refer to Appendices, Table 1 to see the full Devanagari alphabet.)
[kʰ] – voiceless aspirated velar stop
[gʱ] – voiced aspirated velar stop
[ʧʰ] – voiceless aspirated alveopalatal affricate
[ʤʱ] – voiced aspirated alveopalatal affricate
[ʈʰ] – voiceless aspirated retroflex stop
[ɖʱ] – voiced aspirated retroflex stop
[t̪ ʰ] – voiceless aspirated dental stop
[d̪ʱ] – voiced aspirated dental stop
[pʰ] – voiceless aspirated bilabial stop
[bʱ] – voiced aspirated bilabial stop
Before making sound recordings, I created a list of thirty actual Hindi words.
Each word incorporated one of the ten consonants in word-initial, word-medial, and
word-final position.
There were some exceptions: [ɖʱ] and [pʰ] become [ɽʱ] and [f] in word-final
position, therefore I did not include a word for them in the ―word-final‖ column.
/ ɖʱ/



[ɽʱ] / __#

/ pʰ/



[f] / __#
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The words are listed below:
word-initial

word-medial

word-final

[kʰ]

[kʰir](n.fsg.)‗rice
pudding‘

[sikʰna] (v.) ‗to learn‘

[ã:kʰ] (n.fsg.) ‗eye‘

[gʱ]

[gʱər] (n.msg.) ‗house‘

[pɪgʱəlna](v.) ‗to melt‘

[ba:gʱ] (n.msg) ‗tiger‘

[ʧʰ]

[ʧʰa:ja] (n.fsg.) ‗shade‘

[pɪʧʰlɛ] (adj.) ‗previous‘

[mũ:ʧʰ] (n.fsg.) ‗mustache‘

[ʤʱ]

[ʤʱɛlna] (v.) ‗to
endure‘

[bɪʤʱra] (n.msg.) ‗grain‘

[sã:ʤʱ] (n.fsg.) ‗evening‘

[ʈʰ]

[ʈʰi:k] (adj.) ‗straight,
correct‘

[pəʈʰa:r] (n.msg.) ‗plateau‘

[a:ʈʰ] (adj.) ‗eight‘

[ɖʱ]

[ɖʱai] (adj.) ‗two and a
half‘

[mɛnɖʱək] (n.msg.) ‗frog‘

[t̪ ʰ]

[t̪ ʰoɽa] (adj.) ‗small
amount‘

[sã:t̪ ʰəl] (n.fsg.) ‗thigh‘

[sa:t̪ ʰ] (prep.) ‗with‘

[d̪ʱ]

[d̪ʱi:rɛ] (adv.) ‗slowly‘

[ʌn̪d̪ʱɛra] (n.msg.)
‗darkness‘

[sã:d̪ʱ] (n.fsg.) ‗crevice‘

[pʰ]

[pʰɪr] (adv.) ‗then‘

[gʊpʰa:ɛ]̃ (n.fpl.) ‗caves‘

[bʱ]

[bʱɛ:ʤna] (v.) ‗to
send‘

[ləgbʱəg] (adv.)
‗approximately‘

[ʃʊbʱ] (adj.) ‗auspicious‘

I had P.G., a native Hindi speaker, read these words using a hand-held
microphone in the UC Berkeley Phonology Laboratory sound booth (52A Dwinelle Hall).
The sounds were digitized to computer files using Wavesurfer v. 1.8.5 (Sjölander and
Beskow, 2005). I also had P.G. record consonants in isolation. By ―isolation‖, I mean that
the consonant is recorded as it is pronounced in the Devanagari alphabet—that is, with
the inherent vowel [ə]. When Hindi speakers recite the Devanagari alphabet, they say [kə,
kʱə, gə, gʱə], just as English speakers say [ɛɪ, bi, si, di]. I, myself, recorded a
supplementary set of sounds that contrasted plain consonants (without aspiration) to their
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aspirated counterparts ([k] and [kʰ], for example). I used Wavesurfer v. 1.8.5 for these
recordings as well.
Next, I created a preliminary discrimination task (a pre-test) with a same-different
paradigm to establish subjects‘ initial levels of Hindi consonant perception. In the test,
subjects heard pairs of Hindi consonants in isolation. These sounds were selected from
P.G.‘s and my recordings and played to subjects on a computer in the Phonology
Laboratory. The task was to distinguish aspirated consonants—both voiceless and
voiced—from plain consonants. After the third repetition of the same pair, subjects had to
mark on a sheet of paper whether they thought each pair was ―same‖ or ―different‖. (This
demonstrates my incorporation of ―delayed shadowing‖.)
There were three pairs of sounds for each of the ten aspirated consonants, making
thirty pairs total. The pairs consisted of a) the plain consonant repeated twice—[kə] and
[kə]; b) the aspirated consonant repeated twice—[kʰə] and [kʰə]; or c) one plain
consonant and its aspirated counterpart—[kə] and [kʰə]. Two-thirds of the pairs were
―same‖ and one-third was ―different‖. I randomized the order of these pairs.
(Note: [kʰə] is used as an example; the same rule applied to the other nine voiceless and
voiced aspirated consonants.)
The next session of the study was training, which is explained in detail in
Training Techniques, directly following this section.
The last session of the experiment involved a post-test discrimination task and a
production exam, to evaluate subjects‘ improvement in perception and production of
Hindi breathy consonants.
The post-test was the same format as the pre-test.
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The production exam was a revised version of the exam in Catford and Pisoni‘s
study. Instead of various exotic sounds such as a voiceless dorso-uvular stop [q] or close
front rounded tense vowel [y], I tested subjects on their pronunciation of the ten main
Hindi aspirated consonants (listed above in phonetic translation). The production exam
was incorporated into the experiment to provide an ‗articulatory‘ evaluation of subjects‘
facility with Hindi breathy consonants, since the discrimination tasks were purely
auditory. However, it also involved an element of auditory perception, since subjects
were required to listen and mimic my production of each consonant.
I created thirty made-up words, designed to test subjects‘ production of each
consonant in word-initial, word-medial, and word-final position. I did not want subjects
to get confused by the presence of other consonants in the word, so I chose not to use the
real Hindi words from the chart on page 11. Rather, I made up words that contained each
breathy consonant in CV, VCV, and VC positions. To add variety, and an added level of
difficulty for the Hindi learners, I reversed the order of the ten consonants. As shown in
the chart below, I started with bilabial consonants rather than velar consonants, and
worked my way backwards (in terms of place of articulation) to velar stops. I created the
CV sets with the high front tense unrounded vowel [i], the VCV sets had the low back
tense unrounded vowel [a], and the VC sets had the high back tense rounded vowel [u].
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word-initial

word-medial

word-final

[pʰ]

[pʰi]

[a:pʰa:]

[u:pʰ]

[bʱ]

[bʱi]

[a:bʱa:]

[u:bʱ]

[t̪ ʰ]

[t̪ ʰi]

[a:t̪ ʰa:]

[u:t̪ ʰ]

[d̪ʱ]

[d̪ʱi]

[a:d̪ʱa:]

[u:d̪ʱ]

[ʈʰ]

[ʈʰi]

[a:ʈʰa:]

[u:ʈʰ]

[ɖʱ]

[ɖʱi]

[a:ɖʱa:]

[u:ɖʱ]

[ʧʰ]

[ʧʰi]

[a:ʧʰa:]

[u:ʧʰ]

[ʤʱ]

[ʤʱi]

[a:ʤʱa:]

[u:ʤʱ]

[kʰ]

[ kʰi]

[a:kʰa:]

[u:kʰ]

[gʱ]

[gʱi]

[a:gʱa:]

[u:gʱ]

4. Training techniques
In their experiment, Catford and Pisoni compared the effect of the Articulatory
method and Auditory method of training on subjects‘ perception of ―exotic‖ sounds. In
Articulatory training, subjects were verbally instructed by Catford in how to produce the
sounds (―keep your glottis closed, and while the glottis is closed, [try] to produce a sort
of k-sound‖). Catford made minimal productions of the sounds himself. Auditory training
subjects listened repeatedly to the ―exotic‖ sounds and then mimicked them. Both
training sessions included some written script.
In my study, Group A subjects—those with prior L2 exposure but no prior
exposure to Hindi—were divided at random into two training groups. Four subjects were
assigned to the Articulatory training group and the remaining six made up the Auditory
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training group. The reason for the unequal distribution was that I wanted to challenge the
Articulatory training method. If it was indeed superior to the Auditory method—it was,
according to the result of Catford and Pisoni‘s experiment—then Articulatory trainees
should still be able to obtain superior results, even with a smaller population than the
Auditory trainees.
I prepared a lesson plan that fleshed out Catford and Pisoni‘s techniques with a
step-by-step progression from plain voiceless stops to voiced aspiration. Hindi
consonants were compared and contrasted with the following familiar consonants: [p, t,
k, b, d, g]. The voiceless stops [p, t, k] were used to illustrate word-initial voiceless
aspiration and removal of aspiration through word comparisons such as pill vs. spill, tan
vs. Stan, and cool vs. school. The voiced stops [b, d, g] were used to help subjects
understand voiced aspiration in Hindi by combinations with the word hill, such as b…hill
to b-hill to [bʱɪl]. Both training sessions covered the following points:
1) Voiceless versus voiced stops in English:
[p]

[t]

[k]

[b]

[d]

[g]

Subjects learn to articulate English stops as follows:
[pə…pə…pə…]

[bə…bə…bə…]

[tə…tə…tə…]

[də…də…də…]

[kə…kə…kə…]

[gə…gə…gə…]

(voiceless)

(voiced)

2) Aspiration in English and where it occurs:
pill vs. spill, tan vs. Stan, and cool vs. school
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Subjects review words in English that aspirate voiceless consonants wordinitially, but not when preceded by another consonant, like [s].
3) How to produce plain voiceless stops:
s…pill; s…tan; s…chool
This method separates the word-initial consonant [s] from the voiceless
consonants [p, t, k]. English speakers pronounce [p, t, k] without aspiration
when they are preceded by another consonant, like [s]. Therefore, eliminating
[s] before [p, t, k] can help subjects to produce the voiceless stops as plain
consonants in word-initial position, rather than as aspirated consonants. By
separating [s] from the rest of the word, subjects understand that plain
voiceless stops can occur word-initially, as they do in Hindi. Below are three
examples:
[pɪla] (adj.) ‗yellow‘
[ʈalna] (v.) ‗to delay, put off‘
[kəmai] (n.fsg.) ‗earnings‘
4) Emphasizing voiceless aspiration
Subjects return to word-initial voiceless aspiration, and are taught that plain
voiceless stops and aspirated voiceless stops are distinct phonemes in Hindi.
Both plain and aspirated voiceless stops can also appear in word-medial and
word-final positions.
The following four words contain an aspirated voiceless stop in either wordmedial or word-final position:
[sikʰna] (v.) ‗to learn‘
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[pɪʧʰlɛ] (adj.) ‗previous‘
[gʊpʰa:ɛ]̃ (n.fpl) ‗caves‘
[ã:kʰ] (n.fsg.) ‗eye‘
5) Dental and retroflex stops
[t̪ ]

[d̪]

[ʈ]

[ɖ]

Subjects are introduced to voiceless and voiced dental and retroflex stops,
which are distinct phonemes in Hindi and can occur in word-initial, wordmedial, and word-final position.
6) Voiceless aspiration  voiced aspiration
b…hill



b..hill 

b—hill 

[bʱɪl]

d̪…hill



d̪..hill 

d̪—hill

[d̪ʱɪl]

ɖ…hill



ɖ..hill 

ɖ—hill

[ɖʱɪl]

g…hill



g..hill 

g—hill 

[gʱɪl]

Subjects learn that voiced aspiration also exists word-initially in Hindi. Using
hill, they learn to aspirate voiced consonants, including voiced dental and
retroflex stops. Though voiced aspirated stops also occur word-medially and
word-finally in Hindi, I did not include examples in the training session, for
the sake of both simplicity and time efficiency.
This lesson plan was incorporated into the Auditory training session through
sound files that were spliced to create these sequences. They were played to the subjects
over loudspeakers at a computer in the Phonology Laboratory. pill vs. spill, for example,
was played multiple times to subjects to emphasize addition and removal of aspiration to
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the voiceless bilabial plosive [p]. The same method was used with tan vs. Stan and cool
vs. school.
[pʰɪl.spɪl.pʰɪl.spɪl.pʰɪl.spɪl]
[tʰɶn.stɶn.tʰɶn.stɶn.tʰɶn.stɶn]
[kʰul.skul.kʰul.skul.kʰul.skul]
Following each sequence of words—[pʰɪl.spɪl.]—I had the subjects mimic the sounds,
both individually and as a group. Here again is an incorporation of ―delayed shadowing‖:
the subjects mimicked the sounds only after the third repetition, as demonstrated in
phonetic translation above. I then played sound files where [s] had been elongated:
[s:.pɪl], [s:.tɶn] and [s:.kul]. I had them try to mimic the sounds. They tried to produce
pill, tan, and cool without aspiration: [pɪl], [tɶn], [kul]. I used sound files of the four
Hindi words from part 4 of the lesson plan above to demonstrate the production of
voiceless aspirated Hindi consonants in word-medial, and word-final positions. Next, I
taught voiced aspiration using a sound file of hill that had been recorded and spliced with
[b, d̪, ɖ, g]. All splicing was done using Wavesurfer v. 1.8.5.
The lesson plan was incorporated into the Articulatory training session using a
whiteboard. pill, spill, hill and International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) symbols were
written on the board, and were pointed to—to avoid articulating the sounds myself—
while the subjects mimicked the sounds. Subjects in this group were allowed to put their
hands in front of their mouths to feel aspiration. I indicated to both groups to pay close
attention to whatever differences they could perceive between any and all sounds in the
training session. Next, I wrote s…pill, s…tan, and s…chool to progress to plain voiceless
stops in word-initial position. I drew a sagittal diagram of the vocal tract for the
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Articulatory group to show place of articulation. To demonstrate word-medial and wordfinal production of voiceless aspirated Hindi consonants, I transliterated the words from
part 4 of the lesson plan above: seekhna, “pitch”lay, goopʰaye, aangkh.
When I introduced dental and retroflex stops to the Articulatory group, I was able
to show them place of articulation on the sagittal diagram. I showed them that the tongue
pushes against the back of the upper teeth when making a dental sound, and curls back
toward the hard palate to make a retroflex sound. I avoided terms like ―hard palate‖ to
make the lesson less complicated; instead, I drew pictures for what each sound
production looked like.
The Auditory group did not get to see this. Instead, I played them sound files of
dental and retroflex consonants, with IPA symbols written on the board for their
reference. Dental and retroflex sounds are not recognized as unique phonemes in English,
but sometimes occur in rapid speech. (For example, I pronounce ―in there‖ as [in̪d̪ɛɹ]
because my tongue combines two places of articulation while moving quickly.)
Those subjects in both training groups who were Linguistics students did have
prior knowledge of these terms, and therefore knew what types of sounds they were
supposed to produce. Nevertheless, their familiarity with the terms did not give them
superior skills in production; they, like non-Linguistics subjects, experienced difficulty in
producing the sounds.
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Copied with permission from Instituto Lingüístico de Verano, A.C.

The diagram above is a sagittal view of the vocal tract, similar to the one I drew
for the Articulatory group. The sounds that were taught in the training sessions are all
concentrated in the oral cavity (from the lips to the uvula).
Both training groups had a chance to compare alveolar [t], dental [t̪ ] and retroflex
[ʈ]. With Articulatory trainees, I used the sagittal diagram to point to the changing
positions of the tongue. I demonstrated how the dental [t̪ ] is where the tongue hits the
back of the upper teeth, the alveolar [t] touches at the alveolar ridge, and the retroflex [ʈ]
hits the hard palate (indicated by ―palate‖ on this diagram). This holds true for their
voiced counterparts as well.
Finally, I moved to voiced aspiration with the Articulatory group. As with the
Auditory group, I told them that we would try to combine [b, d̪, ɖ, g] with hill to get a
voiced aspirate in word-initial position. I had them repeat each stage of the progression
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from part 6 of the lesson plan above: starting with b…hill and ending with [bʱɪl]. I made
the subjects in both groups practice multiple times, and I gave feedback such as ―good,
you‘re getting closer‖ or ―okay, try to fuse the sounds a little more‖.
My last step with both training groups was a quick review of what they had
learned. To add some humor to the session, I had them try to pronounce my last name—
[bʱʌʈ]—as proof that the training methods had worked. A few subjects from the
Articulatory training group pronounced it correctly.
5. Procedure
All testing and training was held in the UC Berkeley Phonology Laboratory.
Subjects attended the pre-test in groups of one to six. They were introduced to the study
and provided with testing forms. The forms were based on the same-different paradigm.
Thirty pairs of sounds were presented: each pair was played three times, and after the
third repetition the subjects circled ―same‖ or ―different‖. This method employs a
―delayed response‖ similar to the ―delayed shadowing‖ expressed in the study on visible
speech and perception (Davis & Kim, 2001). The test took ten minutes.
Following the pre-test, I set up times and dates for the training sessions through email.
The training sessions took place about two weeks after the preliminary test for
five of the non-Hindi learners, and about one or two days after the preliminary test for the
other five. This was based entirely on schedule coordination, and did not have any impact
on results.
I held both training sessions on the same day for those five subjects who came
two weeks later. I instructed both sessions. Two of the subjects attended the Articulatory
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training session in the morning, and three attended the Auditory training session in the
afternoon.
For the remaining five subjects, the Articulatory training session was held on a
separate day from the Auditory training session—again, only due to scheduling. This had
no impact on the results.
Five Group A subjects took the production exam immediately after the post-test.
The remaining five returned after one or two days. This was once again due to scheduling
conflicts.
The subjects in Group B—current or former Hindi learners—were not required to
attend any training.
During the post-test, subjects were provided with the same forms used in the
preliminary test, and were explained the same rules. The post-test took ten minutes.
The individual production exam was conducted in the Phonology Laboratory
sound booth (52A Dwinelle Hall). Each test lasted between five and eight minutes.
I conducted the first production exam with A.H. using Wavesurfer v. 1.8.5, but
the quality came out grainy. I continued with Audacity v. 1.2.4 (Mazzoni, Brubeck,
Crook, Johnson, & Meyer, 2006) for all of the following production exams. When I
played A.H‘s sound file again after completion of the study, the quality was fine.
Each subject sat in front of the computer in the sound booth and wore a
microphone that hooked behind the ears. I sat next to the subject, without a microphone. I
read from a pre-written list of thirty made-up words that had each of the ten Hindi
aspirated consonants in word-initial, word-medial, and word-final position. (Please refer
to Section 3 for the list of words.) I said each word, and the subject immediately
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mimicked me while recording onto a sound file. Since it was difficult to expand the
waveform while recording to show the subject his/her articulation, the subject had to rely
primarily on auditory perception.
Upon completion of the production exam, the subject signed a receipt form and
received payment. I paid them either the full $15 or the remaining amount that they had
not yet received.
Testing was completed on Friday, February 29th, 2008 for fourteen subjects. One
subject was unable to complete the production exam.
6. Results and Discussion
Results from my study differed from those of Catford and Pisoni‘s study, for
various reasons. Two main reasons include my changes to the experiment: first, I added
the Hindi learners as a control group, since they had had prior exposure to the language
of focus. Second, I created the preliminary test, which established each subject‘s level of
perception of Hindi consonants before the training session. The pre-test/post-test design,
rather than training and a post-test as was done by Catford and Pisoni, helped to measure
improvement in perception.
One thing that did not change between the pre- and post-test was the Hindi
learners‘ superior ability in both discrimination and production. This result was expected.
Prior L2 exposure to the language of focus provided the Hindi learners with two
advantages: 1) accurate recognition of how each Hindi aspirated consonant is supposed to
sound; and 2) accurate or near-accurate production of each consonant. Naturally, the
Hindi learners obtained the highest scores in both perception and production. This proves
the hypothesis that prior L2 exposure to the language of focus provides an advantage over
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systematic instruction (Au, Knightly, Jun, & Oh 2002; Werker & Logan 1985; Chomsky
1981). This holds true even over an extended period of time, considering some Group B
students had not studied Hindi for several semesters.
I expected to verify Catford and Pisoni‘s results regarding the training groups;
that is, I expected the Articulatory training group to surpass the Auditory training group
in both discrimination and production. However, my results turned out differently.
The Auditory training group scored more accurately on the post-test
discrimination task than the Articulatory training group. Both the pre- and post-test
consisted of twenty ―same‖ and ten ―different‖ responses. Total ―same‖ responses
numbered 300 (20 ―same‖ responses per test x 15 subjects = 300 total ―same‖ responses),
and total ―different‖ responses numbered 150 (10 ―different‖ responses per test x 15
subjects = 150 total ―different‖ responses). Only 3 out of 150 total ―different‖ responses
were marked incorrectly as ―same‖. The real source of error was in marking too many
―same‖ answers as ―different‖; that is, over-discriminating between sounds. It made for a
more interesting and fruitful analysis to concentrate on this error.
Thus, I scored each subject on his/her percent-accuracy of ―same‖ responses out of
twenty (20 total ―same‖ responses per test).
The chart below indicates the average percent-accuracy on the pre-test and the
post-test for the Articulatory group, the Auditory group, and the Hindi learners.
(Chart 2.1 in the Appendices contains the same data as the table below. Charts 2.2-2.4
display individual subjects‘ percent-accuracy.)
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Average % accuracy on Discrimination
Pre-test
Articulatory
Auditory
Hindi

71.25
75
98

Post-test
70
78.33
95

According to the chart, the Auditory group surpassed the Articulatory group on
both the pre-test and the post-test. However, the pre-test occurred before training took
place. (I only sorted the pre-test data into training groups to make the chart easier for the
reader.) Thus, the superior pre-test score of the Auditory group over the Articulatory
group is not attributable to the Auditory training method, but their superior post-test score
is.
Rather, the pre-test score is attributable to certain individuals‘ higher sensitivity to
Hindi consonant discrimination. This came as a surprise, since I was only focusing on the
expected gap in scores between Hindi learners and non-Hindi learners. The heightened
perception of some non-Hindi learners is most likely a result of prior exposure to similar
sounds in other languages.
(Please refer to Appendices, Table 1 for each subject‘s language background.)
For example, B.A, J.M., and L.C. are the three Group A subjects who obtained
75% or higher on the pre-test and who were all assigned to the Auditory group for
training. B.A. and J.M. have had regular exposure to French at UC Berkeley. French
contains the voiced dental [d̪]. L.C. has had regular exposure to Taiwanese at home—
which contains the voiced affricate [ʣ]—and studied Spanish in high school, a language
which also contains the voiced dental [d̪]. This prior L2 exposure is the most probable
reason why these subjects did better than others on the preliminary discrimination task.
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Since I divided subjects at random into training groups, it was a coincidence that
B.A., J.M., and L.C. were all assigned to the Auditory group. I did, however, purposely
place more subjects in the Auditory group (6) than the Articulatory group (4). I did this to
challenge the results obtained by Catford and Pisoni using the Articulatory training
method. If the Articulatory method was indeed superior to the Auditory method, the
Articulatory group should have obtained higher scores than the Auditory group even if it
had a smaller subject population.
Apparently, this did not hold true. The Auditory group still did better on the
discrimination task. Despite incorporating the majority of Catford‘s teaching method into
my two training sessions, I did not replicate Catford and Pisoni‘s results.
I can identify two reasons why this happened: first, as explained above, the
Auditory group‘s superior pre-test score was not a result of Auditory training, but
heightened individual sensitivity that was unrelated to this experiment and that must have
been a result of previous L2 exposure. Once these subjects were randomly placed in the
same training group, their combined sensitivity skewed the data and gave the Auditory
group a significant perceptual advantage over the Articulatory group.
Second, I improved the Auditory training session by providing the group with
audio playback of sound files of Hindi breathy consonants. I did this to balance the two
training sessions, because the Articulatory training group also had auditory exposure
through their own mimicry of sounds. I wanted to refrain from producing sounds in either
training session, so I decided that the Auditory group needed an added source of auditory
exposure. I did not, however, change Catford‘s method of teaching in either session; I
simply changed the lesson plan.
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Therefore, the Auditory group‘s superior post-test score should be attributed to
subjects‘ individual sensitivity and the added audio playback. Had I not altered the
Auditory training session, I probably would have obtained the same result as Catford and
Pisoni in both discrimination and production.
As for the Articulatory group and the Hindi learners, the decline in percentaccuracy on the post-test in comparison to the pre-test indicates over-thinking and overdiscrimination between sounds. It seems that, cognizant of the fact that it was a
discrimination task, subjects were influenced to interpret sounds as ―different‖ when they
were actually the same. I did not consciously influence them in this way. It seems the
focus of the training sessions was the primary reason: subjects were directed to perceive
differences rather than similarities, and therefore employed this mentality too much on
the post-test.
I added another table that analyzes subject sensitivity to sound discrimination.
This, unlike the actual scores, takes into account the capacity to mark ―different‖
responses correctly. I used signal detection theory (SDT) to calculate a bias-free measure
of each group‘s sensitivity toward aspirated Hindi consonant discrimination on the pretest and the post-test. I used tables published by Kaplan, Macmillan, and Creeman (1978)
to convert the data into d‘ (d-prime) rates.
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Average d’ Sensitivity
Pre-test
Articulatory
Auditory
Hindi

Post-test

4.06

4.84

4.93

4.83

6.66

6.144

The higher the number is, the more able the group is to correctly note differences
without false alarms. As expected, the Hindi learners have the highest sensitivity in both
the pre-test and the post-test. Even so, their sensitivity declined slightly in the post-test,
meaning they marked more answers as ―different‖ than they should have.
Subjects in the Articulatory training group improved significantly in sensitivity on
the post-test when compared to the hypothetical ―group score‖ on the pre-test(again, I
divided the pre-test scores into training groups to help reader comprehension). This
means that subjects learned to discriminate accurately between sounds on the post-test in
comparison to the pre-test: they marked more ―same‖ answers as ―same‖ rather than
―different‖.
The Auditory training group experienced a slight loss of sensitivity between the
pre-test and the post-test. The two training groups ended up with almost exactly the same
number. (Then how is it possible that, with the same sensitivity score, one group did
better than the other? Because ―same‖ and ―different‖ responses are weighted differently.
The sensitivity score can appear the same despite one group marking more answers
correctly than the other.) It is important to note that a ―loss‖ of sensitivity does not mean
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marking everything ―same‖. Sensitivity takes into account both the ―same‖ and
―different‖ responses. Therefore, a high level of sensitivity is marking ―same‖ when the
sounds are the same, and ―different‖ when the sounds are different. A loss of sensitivity
is favoring one or the other too much. In this case, the Auditory training subjects circled
―different‖ more often on the post-test than they did on the pre-test. Where they thought
they heard a difference, there was none, while the Articulatory training subjects learned
to stop marking ―different‖ as much and recognize when two sounds were actually
―same‖.
When a subject favors the ―different‖ response too much, he/she confuses nuances
and category differences. Nuances, in this case, are slight differences in pitch or
amplitude between two utterances of the same sound. For each pair of sounds, I selected
sounds from a pre-recorded sound file. The ―same‖ pairs consisted of two different
repetitions of the same sound. Evidently, this does not mean that the sounds are different;
rather they may be nuanced by a change in my pitch or amplitude. A category difference,
on the other hand, would be a voiceless retroflex stop [ʈ] versus a voiceless aspirated
retroflex stop [ʈʰ].

It seems that, after training, the subjects were over-sensitive to

nuances and often confused nuances and category differences, thereby marking a ―same‖
pair as ―different‖. A gain in sensitivity, therefore, would demonstrate an understanding
and separation of nuances from category differences. This is what occurred with the
Articulatory training group on the post-test in comparison to the pre-test. Of course, the
Hindi learners‘ scores reflected their inherent understanding of nuances and category
differences from the beginning.
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Thus, in terms of actual scores, the Auditory training group surpassed the
Articulatory training group on the post-test discrimination task. But, if we consider
improvement in sensitivity from the pre-test to the post-test, the Articulatory training
group clearly surpassed the Auditory training group. Thus, looking only at average d‘
sensitivity, I did replicate Catford and Pisoni‘s results for the Articulatory group on the
discrimination task. However, since Catford and Pisoni were concerned solely with
―correct‖/―incorrect‖ responses—they gave their subjects a fifty-question discrimination
test with a maximum of 100 points—my ―correct‖/―incorrect‖ data maintains that the
Auditory group scored higher.
On the production exam, however, the Articulatory group‘s score surpassed the
Auditory group‘s score. This conclusion comes from a scoring of each subject‘s sound
file on a ―yes-no‖ scale: ―yes‖—consonant pronounced correctly; ―no‖—consonant
pronounced incorrectly. I was lenient with word-final aspirate consonants, where even I
almost swallowed the aspiration. Subjects often mimicked my articulation when it
sounded more like a plain consonant than an aspirated one ([u:g] rather than [u:gʱ]).
The total possible correct was 30. 10 breathy consonants word-initially, wordmedially, and word-finally (10 x 3 = 30).
The following chart expresses each of the three group‘s average percent-accuracy
on the production exam.
Average % accuracy on production exam (total possible correct: 30)
Articulatory
Auditory
Hindi

50%
45.5%
74.16%
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(Please refer to Chart 3 for individual scores on the production exam.)
This data clearly indicates the superiority of Hindi learners over both Articulatory
and Auditory training subjects, as well as the superiority of Articulatory training subjects
over Auditory training subjects.
Nevertheless, I expected the Hindi learners to score higher on the production
exam. This inaccuracy, relative to their discrimination scores, is most likely a result of
classroom instruction in which emphasis is placed on reading and aural comprehension
rather than speaking practice. The Hindi learners were obviously aurally familiar with the
sounds, which is why they had almost 100% accuracy on the discrimination task. But
only D.B. and P.R. easily and accurately produced the aspirated consonants. The other
two subjects, M.S. and S.W., had more difficulty. One Group B speaker, K.S., did not
complete the production exam.
Sounds that were especially tricky for almost all subjects were the plain and
aspirated dental and retroflex consonants. It is not surprising that subjects would have
trouble with the dental and retroflex places of articulation, considering that—as L1
English speakers—they do not habitually encounter these sounds in their native language.
However, the accurate production of these sounds is what improved the Hindi learners‘
average score in comparison to the two training groups.
Although the Articulatory trainees were deprived of outside auditory exposure—
that is, audio playback—they still scored higher than the Auditory trainees thanks to the
systematic pronunciation instruction. Due to the teaching provided during their training
sessions, the Group A subjects experienced one of two things. Upon hearing my live
production of a Hindi aspirated consonant, a) Articulatory trainees were able to relate that
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sound to a specific place of articulation on the sagittal diagram they were provided, and
remember producing a near-accurate representation themselves, followed by my
feedback; b) Auditory trainees remembered hearing that sound at some point during
audio playback, and attempting to pronounce the non-English sound with no notion of
place of articulation.
It appears that the visual representation of place of articulation, followed by
personal mimicry and feedback, created a ―mental representation‖ that provided a
perceptual advantage over simple audio playback. This ―mental representation‖ that was
a result of systematic instruction was almost as effective as the ―mental representation‖
theory offered by Chomsky to explain the advantage of prior L2 exposure to a language
of focus.
However, there were two factors that affected my results that were unrelated to
the Articulatory or Auditory training method:
1) Some subjects—including some Auditory trainees—were already familiar with
Linguistics. A.L., A.M., and B.A. were able to use their prior knowledge to
overcome the handicap of Auditory training and produced accurate voiceless
aspirated retroflex stops in the individual production exam.
I even tested some subjects by mentioning what group of sounds we were about to
articulate (dentals, retroflexes, velars, and so on). If they were Linguistics
students, I believe they were able to do better by employing their prior knowledge
of the IPA to help produce the sound.
2) I asked C.L., an Articulatory training subject, what helped him most on the
production exam. C.L. said, to my surprise, that ability to mimic the sounds came
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from recognizing them from the pre-test, not the training session! Despite having
the advantage of the Articulatory training method, C.L. did not solely depend on it
during the production exam.
These factors indicate that the improvement of one group over another was not
based only on the effectiveness of the training method, but on a mixture of training, prior
Linguistic knowledge, and recognition of sounds from the pre-test.
My final results show that the Hindi learners did the best overall. Auditory
training subjects did better than Articulatory training subjects on the auditory
discrimination task. Articulatory training subjects did better than Auditory training
subjects on the production exam.
7. Conclusion
By conducting this study, I came to several important conclusions. First, it makes
sense that the Auditory group did better on discrimination, as that task relied on auditory
recognition, while the Articulatory group did better on production, as that relied on
knowledge of pronunciation. Catford and Pisoni were, themselves, surprised to find that
the Articulatory training group obtained superior results on both tasks.
The second conclusion is that this study would be very effective in those
professional fields that involve daily exposure to foreign or ―exotic‖ sounds. Translators
and interpreters could use the Articulatory training method to improve their verbal
translations. It could help call center employees in an outsourced job who need to be
understood by their customers. Speech therapists could use the Articulatory method to
help a patient regain his/her speech. Accent coaches could use the method with actors to
make their characters even more convincing on the big screen.
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This study can improve global communication. The IPA is, after all, the universal
alphabet. If it were taught in school, foreign words would not be so notoriously
―difficult‖ to pronounce.
I support the move towards enforcing bilingualism. Early L2 exposure can only
aid mutual understanding and hopefully lead to international cooperation. Besides, the
more languages you learn, the more you realize that everybody is really saying the same
thing.
I chose Hindi to demonstrate that a foreign language is not so difficult to learn if it
is taught from a Linguistic standpoint. Also, by helping subjects learn to produce its
sounds on their own, I hoped to foster understanding of the ―weird‖ [bʱ] and ―funny‖ [ʈ]
rather than typical derision (or allusions to Apu in The Simpsons).
My final conclusion regards certain changes to this experiment. Were I to conduct
it again, I would increase my subject population, so that outside factors would not have
an impact on results. Ideally, each group would consist of fifteen to twenty speakers.
Furthermore, I would change the experiment in two ways to accommodate new
theories: 1) I would test subjects who are L1 English speakers with no prior L2 exposure.
This would verify my theory that any L2 exposure provides an adult with a perceptual
advantage over someone with no prior exposure; 2) this advantage can even be applied to
third-language (L3) acquisition. This would verify my theory that a childhood L2
overhearer—with no prior L3 exposure—would still be able to perceive and acquire
sounds in a third language more quickly than a L1 speaker—with no prior L2 exposure—
who is also studying that language.
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Appendices
Chart 1: Devanagari Alphabet
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Table 1: Subject Language Background
Name

Other languages (not Hindi)

First exposure
to these languages

Hindi learner?

A.H.

Spanish

High school

No

A.K.

Spanish

High school

No

A.L.

Japanese
American Sign Language(ASL)
Korean

College
High school
College

No

A.M.

Spanish

High school

No

B.A.

Spanish
French

Middle school
High school

No

C.L.

German

High school

No

D.B.

Spanish
Latin
German

Childhood
High school
College

Yes

J.M.

French

High school

No

K.K.

Persian
French

Childhood
High school

No

K.S.

Elementary school
High school
High school
Childhood
Childhood

Yes

L.C.

Spanish
French
Spanish
Mandarin
Fujian (Taiwanese)

M.S.

Spanish

High school

Yes

N.B.

Spanish
Portuguese

Middle school
College

No

P.R.

Japanese
Spanish

High school
Middle school

Yes

S.W.

Spanish
Korean

Middle school
Childhood

Yes
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Chart 2.1
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Chart 2.2
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Chart 2.3
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Chart 2.4

(Note: Y-axis scale starts at 84%)
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Chart 3
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